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28-nm Latch-Type Sense Amplifier Modification
for Coupling Suppression

Yiping Zhang, Member, IEEE, Ziou Wang, Canyan Zhu, and Lijun Zhang

Abstract— With the development of modern semiconductor
fabrication technology, the channel length of the CMOS device
and the device pitch continually shrink accompanied by more
and more severe process variation and signal coupling effect,
respectively. In this paper, we explain how the coupling effect
interferes with the action of the sense amplifier (SA); then we
introduce a coupling suppressed SA. In our design, we adjust the
time control. The coupled signals are classified and suppressed
by different turn on currents. The new architecture can achieve
obvious improvement under differential input in our Monte Carlo
simulation. The area and speed cost can be omitted. Through our
work, we recommend our design of SA and draw attention to
the coupling effect for other circuits.

Index Terms— Monte Carlo, sense amplifier (SA), SRAM.

I. INTRODUCTION

BENEFITING from the development of semiconductor
fabrication technology, many more devices can be inte-

grated on the same area of die. In exchange, devices have to
suffer from more serious coupling effects due to the smaller
pitch. The reduction in the thickness of the gate oxide also
strengthens the coupling effect from MOSFET gate. These will
bring more challenges to memory circuit design, especially
for SRAM, which is a critical memory block for the SOC.
Sense amplifier (SA) is a basic part of SRAM and is widely
used in SRAM products. Its basic function is to sense the
small differential voltage so as to reduce dynamic power
and access time. It is highly susceptible to differential noises
and offset. Many researchers have studied the improvement.
In [1] and [4], the offset of SA has been studied and analytical
model has been built. However, the coupling effect is not
mentioned or discussed clearly. In [5], the offset cancelling
circuit has been presented, but the timing delay cannot be
adopted. In [6], a new high speed and low offset circuit has
been given out, but the extra device matching issue is not
emphasized. In [7], the research focuses on improving initial
differential voltage rather than the SA circuit, which will be the
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Fig. 1. Traditional SA.

Fig. 2. Work waveform of SA.

focus of this paper. As we can see, SA’s small signal sensing
feature is vulnerable to block operation.

In Fig. 1, the traditional SA is shown. MN2/MN3 and
MP3/M4 form a positive latch, which is the core of the
amplifier. MN1 is the switch for the positive latch. MP1 and
MP2 are transfer gates of the bitline differential voltage.

The behavior of SA is as follows.

1) ENSAB goes low when enough differential voltage is
generated from SRAM cell between DL and DLB.

2) MP1 and MP2 shut down.
3) MN1 turns ON and sinks current, which make MN2 and

MN3 turn ON.
4) MN2 and MN3 both sink current and make MP3 and

MP4 turn ON. When PMOS current exceeds the NMOS
current, one node is pulled back while the other node
falls to zero.
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Fig. 3. Turn ON PMOS drain capacitance changes with drain and source
voltage (x-axis is voltage of drain and source of MP1 or MP2. Gate is set to
ground. Y -axis is the capacitance of drain).

The work waveform of SA is shown in Fig. 2, which is
simulated by HSPICE.

In these procedures, mainly two coupling effects are con-
nected to amplify the signals of nodes on DL/DLB:

1) ENSAI to DL/DLB;
2) VS to DL/DLB.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce how the coupling effect interferes with the oper-
ation of SA. Section III introduces coupling suppress SA.
In Section IV, the simulation results are shown and compared
to prove our modifications.

II. COUPLING ANALYSIS IN SENSE AMPLIFIER

The two coupling effects mentioned above are analyzed in
this section.

A. ENSAI to DL/DLB

The ENSAI to DL/DLB coupling effect happens when SA
is started. At that time, since MN1 is OFF, MN2 and MN3 are
OFF. Also, MP3 and MP4 are OFF. DL and DLB only connect
to BL and BLB through MP1 and MP2, respectively. Assume
BL voltage is higher than BLB voltage. When ENSAI rises,
DL and DLB will be coupled higher (through gate to source
capacitance Cgs) than the level of BL and BLB, respectively.

The capacitance of node on DL is larger than that of
DLB. The node DL (DLB) capacity is composed of mostly
three parts: 1) metal/via/contact intrinsic capacity; 2) turn OFF

device drain–source and gate capacity; 3) and turn ON device
capacitance of MP1 and MP2. The first part is the same for the
match design and layout. The second part is small for their turn
OFF feature. The capacitance difference only comes from the
turn ON device MP1 and MP2. They are under different Vgs.

For a turn ON pass-gate as MP2 or MP3, its drain capac-
itance rises with the rise of the drain and source voltage,
I as shown in Fig. 3. So DLB is coupled higher than DL.
The differential voltage reduces. The balance current Id of
MP1 and MP2 emerge later. Id is the turn ON current.
The Id of MP2 is larger than MP1 as MP2 has a larger
Vds because DLB is coupled higher. The turn ON current
decreases some differential voltage loss. It is shown in the
top waveform in Fig. 4 at place 1. This is called differential
charge injection (DCI). If the coupled signal is at falling edge,

Fig. 4. ENSAI to DL/DLB couple in SA.

Fig. 5. DL/DLB couple in SA.

the effect on the contrary will increase the differential voltage.
This will not be discussed in this paper.

Because the voltage of BL is higher than BLB, MP2 will
be cut off earlier than MP1 for smaller Vgs. Cgs of MP2
fall to nearly zero earlier than MP1. This makes DL to be
affected by coupling effect longer than DLB and is called
differential signal injection (DSI) [1]. In Fig. 4, the difference
in Ig between MP1 and MP2 at place 2 shows this effect. This
effect helps to recover some differential voltage.

The DCI is strong when ENSAI just rises while DSI is
strong when ENSAI rises high enough. In Fig. 5, to the left
of the vertical line DCI dominates (place 4), while on the right
DSI dominates (place 5, the differential voltage stops drop and
recovers slightly). This effect can be represented as

Vcoup1 = αV diff . (1)

This coupling effect will be increased linearly with input
differential voltage (Vdiff). A thinner gate and larger width
will increase Cgs. So the α can be related to the process and
device size.
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Fig. 6. VS to DL/DLB couple in SA.

B. VS to DL/DLB

The VS coupling to DL and DLB happens when VS starts to
drop. Assuming the initial voltage of DL is higher than DLB,
when ENSAI rises and VS falls, MN3 will enter the saturation
region earlier than MN2 for bigger Vgs. So VS coupled to
MN3 is stronger than MN2 (Cgs_MN3 > Cgs_MN2) initially.
Therefore, the differential voltage will be weakened. This is
stage 1 (represented as S1).

If VS drops very fast, both MN2 and MN3 will enter the
saturation state. When Vgs of MN2 and MN3 are large enough
(the depletion layer will not increase when Vg increases), they
become flat plate capacity. And

Cgs_MN3 = Cgs_MN2 = 2

3
C ’

ox (2)

C ’
ox represents the total gate oxide capacitance. This is

stage 2 (represented as S2).
However, when differential voltage rises to MOS threshold

voltage (Vdl − Vdlb > Vth), MN3 will enter the linear region
while MN2 is still in the saturation region. Then

Cgs_MN2 = 2

3
C ’

ox (3)

Cgs_MN3 = 1

2
C ’

ox. (4)

So Cgs_MN3 < Cgs_MN2. VS coupled to MN2 is stronger
than that of MN3. This is stage 3 (represented as S3).

This effect can be represented as

Vcoup2 = βV diff . (5)

This coupling effect increases linearly with Vdiff . The β
can be related to the process and device size. The differential
voltage is reduced when VS falls, as discussed above at place 6
in Fig. 5. A simulation waveform is shown in Fig. 6. The
top waveforms in Fig. 6 are the gate current and the turn
ON currents of MN2 and MN3. The bottom waveform is the
voltage variation of DL/DLB/VS. When VS drops initially, the

Fig. 7. Couple suppress SA.

gate current dominates and the current of MN3 is more than
that of MN2. This is described as stage 1 at place 1.

At stage 2, it happens when Id of MN3 and MN2 both
turn ON, I as shown in Fig. 6, place 2. The Id of MN3
increases rapidly. Even before the MN2 turns ON, the Id

difference between MN2 and MN3 is larger than the Ig

difference between MN2 and MN3. So the differential voltage
stops (Fig. 5 place 6) to drop before stage 2. The turn ON

current dominates in stage 2. For stage 3, it is the same
reason. It is difficult for MN3 to enter the linear region
(Vdl-Vdlb>Vth) before turn ON current dominates. Both of
them can be omitted, so we focus on stage 1 when MN3 just
turns ON.

Finally, we summarize the SA coupling as Vcoup1 =
DCI+DSI and DCI dominates. Vcoup2 = S1+ S2+ S3 and S1
dominates. The minimum differential voltage necessary will be
represented as

Vdiff = VNOR + Vvar + Vcoup1 + Vcoup2 (6)

Vdiff = VNOR + Vvar

1 − α − β
. (7)

With coupling factor increasing, we need more initial dif-
ferential voltage. The VNOR is the initial differential voltage
required for typical sense delay. We call it the speed factor. If
VNOR were not enough, the latch type SA may become meta-
stable and cost a long time sensing out. The Vvar is used for
resisting local variation.

III. COUPLING SUPPRESSION IN SENSE AMPLIFIER

In the previous section, we introduce all the coupling effects
in the SA. A newly modified structure is introduced in this
section, which can suppress the coupling effect. In Fig. 7,
new SA is shown. Two extra devices are added. First, we
add PMOS MP5 between ENSAI and the gates of MP1 and
MP2, which is always in turned ON. When ENSAI goes high,
ENSAII will not rise until the ENSAI reaches the threshold of
the PMOS MP5. By this modification delay, we try to make
MP1 and MP2 shut down later than VS drop. Second, NMOS
MN6 is added, which is used for driving ENSAII to ground
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when SA is not working. The size of MP5 and MN6 is very
small, as the only consideration is the small delay between
ENSAI and ENSAII. So the area increment is rather small.

The coupling effect from VS to DL and DLB is suppressed
for three reasons. First, assume BL voltage is higher than BLB.
When VS starts to drop, as discussed in the previous section,
MN3 will enter the saturation region earlier than MN2. So
the coupling effect from VS to DL is stronger than VS to
DLB initially. In the new design, when the coupling starts the
MP1 and MP2 are still turned ON, while in the old design the
MP1 and MP2 are shut down. The early coupled current from
VS to DL is suppressed by the pass-gate current from MP1.

Second, the initial capacity of DL is larger than DLB
in the new design as MP1 and MP2 still turn ON when
VS starts to drop. The falling edge couple will increase the
differential voltage. Assuming �Qdl,�Qdlb are the couple
charge from VS

�Vdl = �Qdl

Cdl
(8)

�Vdlb = �Qdlb

Cdlb
(9)

So �Vdiff = �Vdl−�Vdlb

= �QdlCdlb − �QdlbCdl

CdlCdlb
. (10)

Note the couple edge is falling edge. The �Qdl, �Qdl are
negative. So when Cdl is larger, �Vdiff is better.

Third, When DL and DLB drop enough, MN2 and MN3
may both enter the saturation region. The turn ON MP1 and
MP2 transfer current. Assume that BL voltage is higher than
BLB, Vgs of MP1 is higher than MP2’s, and the current
transfer ability of MP1 is better than MP2. Hence, more com-
pensation current to DL than to DLB creates more differential
voltage.

The ENSAII to DL and DLB coupling effect is also reduced.
In the new design, the shutdown of MP1 and MP2 is delayed.
When ENSAII rises, MN2 and MN3 already turn ON. The
current of MN2 and MN3 is large and dominate the voltage
change of DL and DLB. The DCI and DSI can be easily
omitted.

In the new design, we try to make every coupling happen
when the turn ON MOS drive the nodes of DL and DLB. By
this method, the effects of coupling are suppressed. Consid-
ering the initial differential voltage in (7), the factor α, β is
reduced in the new design. So a smaller differential voltage
can be applied to new SA while keeping the same performance
and yield.

In Fig. 8, the simulation waveform is shown. The top
waveform in Fig. 8 is the difference in the differential voltage
generation between the old and new design. The simulation
is done at a typical corner process, 1.2 V and −40 C. The
bottom waveform is the magnified part of the above. We check
the coupling effect in the simulation waveform compared with
the old design. First, the VS coupling effect is weaker. The
maximum differential voltage drop reduced a lot at place 1.
Second, DCI and DSI disappear at place 2 in the new design.
This timing adjustment in the new design solves the pass-gate
coupling effect.

Fig. 8. Waveform comparison between old and new design.

Fig. 9. Couple suppress SA with sizing strategy.

Some other methods such as sizing strategy and capacity
increment can also be adopted to improve the result. First,
for example for sizing strategy, we can reduce the width of
MN2 and MN3. The VS coupling effect can be reduced by
Cgs reduction. Unfortunately, this modification may affect the
speed or the match quality of the device, especially the match
quality that is linear to (WL)1/2. The reduction of width means
more variation in the device. The size of MP1 and MP2
adjustment can be omitted as DCI and DSI disappear. The
simulation with the width reduction is shown in Fig. 9 for
reference. The width of MN2 and MN3 is cut into half. The
coupled improvement is the same as our analysis. The new 1
is without the size reduction and the new 3 is with the size
reduction. Second, for example for the capacity increment, we
add 5f capacity for DL and DLB, respectively. The method
also has a similar good result as the sizing strategy. The
problem lies with the speed and power consumption. More
capacity on DL and DLB means a slower sense speed as
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Fig. 10. Couple suppress SA with extra capacitance strategy.

in Fig. 10. The new1 is without the extra capacitance and the
new2 is with the extra capacitance. The read speed is delayed.
The SA is duplicate cell in memory macro. The increment of
internal capacity of this cell will affect the dynamic power
of the whole memory. These methods will not be discussed
further in this paper for the weak points discussed above.

The simulations above are done without local variation.
The new design shows advantage under the ideal condition.
However, in real fabrication, local device variation must be
considered very carefully. Especially the additional devices of
the new design may induce extra variation. We use Monte
Carlo simulation to check the resist ability to the local vari-
ation in Section IV. Timing and power are also compared in
Section IV.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

In this section, the basic characterization is shown. Robust-
ness is analyzed through the Monte Carlo simulation [8].
Timing and power are also presented

Process variation is critical in the submicron CMOS circuit
design. SA is a duplicate block in the memory and its
small sensing feature makes it especially vulnerable. The
Monte Carlo method is introduced for considering the process
variation. It is a statistical analysis tool and is widely used
in engineering, meteorology, finance, and so on. The Monte
Carlo device models are supplied by foundries and are already
verified by their processes. In the simulation, the pseudoran-
dom samples of SA are generated and applied. The simulation
results are collected and analyzed. These statistical results are
used for discussing the circuit robustness.

In our simulation, the SA is compared based on two assump-
tions. We return to (6). First, we simplify the differential
voltage to

Vdiff = Vvar + Vcoup1 + Vcoup2. (11)

The speed factor VNOR is omitted because we want the
pass-rate for comparison. If we keep the VNOR, all samples

Fig. 11. Monte Carlo simulation of VS coupling at small differential voltage.
(x-axis is the input differential voltage. Left y-axis is the number of failures.
Right-axis is the improvement ratio. Total samples are 20 000. The simulation
is at 0.945 V–40 °C).

Fig. 12. Monte Carlo simulation VS power (x-axis is the supply voltage
with unit v. Left y-axis is the improvement ratio. Total samples are 20 000.
The simulation is at 125°, input differential voltages use 15 and 25 mv).

will sense correct and we cannot get a fair standard for
the difference in architecture. Of course, this case may only
happen when we just read a very weak bit-cell and yield is
the only concern. A better SA can successfully sense a smaller
differential voltage and avoid mistake. Fori is the number of
failed samples of the original design. Fnew is the number of
failed samples of the new design. The improvement ratio is
defined as

Padv = Fori − Fnew

Fori
. (12)

We check Padv under different Vdiff in Fig. 11. The sim-
ulation is under UMC 28-nm HLP process at −40°. For
each initial differential voltage, 20 000 times of Monte Carlo
simulation is done. The number of the failed samples reduces
when the input Vdiff increases. However, the Padv is better
at bigger Vdiff , because the couple effect increases when the
initial Vdiff increases. In other words, we can suppress more
coupling effect in a higher Vdiff .

We check Padv under different voltages in Fig. 12. The
simulation is under UMC 28-nm HLP process at 125° and Vdiff
is selected as 25 and 15 mv. For each voltage, 20 000 Monte
Carlo simulations are done. When the supply voltage decreases
(x-axis), Padv keeps stable. Comparing 25 and 15 mv results,
the improve ratio is better while input differential voltage is
25 mv as discussed for Fig. 11.
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Fig. 13. Monte Carlo simulation VS temperature. (x-axis is the temperature
with unit °C. Left y-axis is the improvement ratio. Total samples are 20 000.
Simulation is at 0.945 V, and input differential voltages are 15 and 25 mv).

Fig. 14. Couple suppress SA read speed distribution. Top graph: new design
result. Bottom graph: result of the old design. The x-axis is the read speed.
The y-axis is the sample number at different sense delays. Simulation is under
0.945 V 125 °C.

In Fig. 13, we check the new design under different temper-
atures when small differential voltage is used. Also for each
temperature, 20 000 Monte Carlo simulations are done. The
improvement ratio keeps stable while the temperature changes,
which is a little better at low temperature.

Second, a normal differential voltage is applied. VNOR is
also considered as in (6). In this case, all the samples can
successfully work. A better SA means more stable read speed
under a smaller Vdiff . In Fig. 14, the read speed distribution
is shown. 20 000 samples are simulated at 0.945V −40°. The
mean of new SA read speed is improved by 4.2%. The sigma
is improved by 7.9%. The slowest sample is changed from
225 to 198 ps and improved by 12%. In the new design, the
SA can solve the meta-stable case faster for receiving a valid
bigger initial differential voltage.

In Table I, the speed and power simulation results are
shown. The speed for new design is slightly faster than the
old design as a larger valid differential voltage is obtained.
The power consumption for the new design increases slightly.
The extra power for the new design comes from MP1 and MP2
when SA is turned ON. The turn OFF delay of MP1 and MP2
creates a discharge path to ground through MN2 and MN3,
respectively. These two features between the two designs are

TABLE I

TIMING AND DYNAMIC POWER OF THE DESIGNS

Fig. 15. Test-chip layout that applied new SA.

very small. It can be seen that the new design has very low
cost for suppressing the coupling effect.

The SA is applied in our 28-nm HLP process test chip. The
test chip includes 32 1M SRAM instances. Each instance has
1024 WLs and 1024 columns. The instance width is 909.01u
and the height is 503.09u. The chip layout is shown in Fig. 15.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the coupling effect of the latch-type decouple
voltage SA is introduced. The coupling effects are serious and
could not be omitted when the process scales down. A new
design is presented for reducing the harmful coupling. It can be
seen that the robustness can be improved by the new designs
against the harmful coupling with little cost of area and power.
Under different voltage and temperature, the new design can
offer improvement steadily. It can be expected that, when
entering 16 nm or a smaller size era, the new design can play
a more efficient role for an even smaller pitch.
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